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THE CANONICAL SCHOENFLIES THEOREM
DAVID B. GAULD

Abstract.

M. Brown has shown that if f:Sn~1Xl'—»5", where

/' = [ —1, 1], is an embedding, then the closure of either complementary domain of/(5"_1X0)
is homeomorphic to Bn; in fact there
is an embedding g : Bn—*Snsatisfying g | 5"-1 =/| 5n_1 X 0. This paper
shows that the choice of embedding g can be made to be "canonical," i.e. if /' is an embedding near / in the compact-open sense,
then the embedding g' corresponding to/' is near g.

1. Introduction.
Brown [l] has proven
generalised Schoenflies theorem.

Letf-.S^XI'^S"

the following

result,

the

be an embedding, where I' = [-1, l]. Then the

closure of either complementary

domain

oí f(Sn~1X0)

is homeomor-

the collection

of embeddings

phic to B".
Thus if we let s[S"_1X2',

Sn] denote

of 5n~1X2' in Sn and S[23", Sn] the collection of embeddings
in Sn, then Brown's

result

of Bn

gives a function

«^SfS»-1 X I', 5»] ->S[5», S"]
such that for all/GSpS-^X/',

Sn] and all xES^1,

-/(*, 0), and that for all fE^S"-1
Now sfS^X/',

we have$(/)(;e)

XI', Sn], /(5"-IXl)C*(/)(23B).

Sn] and S[23", Sn] can be topologised by the

compact-open
topology. Thus we might ask whether such a function
"i» can be chosen to be continuous.
Huebsch and Morse [2] have
shown this to be the case. Here the same result is proven by showing
that all choices in Brown's proof can be made continuously.
Brown's proof is essentially carried out in two steps: it is shown

that for aIl/GS[S"-1X2',
Sn], there exists gGS[23", £"] such that
A/Eg(lnt Bn) and 23/Pig(23")=0, Af and B¡ being the closed complementary domains of f(S"~lXl')
defined below. The second stage
shows that, given such a pair (/, g), one can construct the required

embedding $>(/).
The proof of continuity at the second stage is effectively included
in the proof of Theorem 1 of Kister [3], so we will not verify it here.
However, we make some remarks which indicate how Kister's proof
can be adapted to our case.
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(i) Although Kister's expansion of his embedding g by the isotopy
Ft moves every point except g(0) =0, the isotopies at and ßt could be
chosen so that Ft\rBn = g\rBn lor some canonically
chosen positive
number

r are satisfying:

3s£(0,

oo) such

that

g(rBn)EsBnEg(Rn).

(ii) The expansion Ft is radial in the sense that if g' is another
embedding, with Ft the corresponding
isotopy, and 3 homeomorphism

h:Rn-+Rn

with hg=g'

and h(rx)=rh(x)

Vx£Pn,

Vr£P+,

then hF,

= F[(iii) A consequence

of (i) is that to construct

Ft, we need only the

radial structure
of Rn —g(rBn)ERn
— Int qBn for some positive number q. Now this latter space, Rn — Int qBn is a half-open
annulus
S*"'X [0, 1), there being a natural homeomorphism
which preserves

the radial structure.
By (ii), only the radial structure
of this halfopen annulus is used.
(iv) We may therefore restate Kister's result in the following way:
Given a manifold Mn and two embeddings

f:S«-1X[-l,l]^M,

giS"-1 X [0, Î)-+M,

satisfying

(a)/(5«-1Xl)Cg(5«-IX(0,

1)),

(b) g(S"-^X0)Ef(S-1X(0,

1)),

we can expand

the embedding/1

5"_1X [0, 1) by an isotopy

P1|5"-1X0=/|5'-1X0,andsothatg(5''-1X

[O, l))C7'i(5"-1X

Ft so that

[0,1)).

Think of our/ as a restriction of Kister's g, our g providing the radial
structure. Moreover, this isotopy Ft depends canonically on / and g
and depends only on the radial structure given to g(S"_1X [0, 1)) by
g; i.e. if h : S"-1—>5"_1 is any homeomorphism,
then the pair of embeddings/ and g(h X1) give rise to the same isotopy Ft.
By noting that Sn_1X [0, 1) is homeomorphic
to Bn— {o}, we see
now that Kister's proof gives us a map

*:{(/, g) £ 6[S*-» X 7', S"] X &[B",S"]/Af E g(Int 5»)
and Bf H g(Bn) = 0} -> S[P", Sn]
such that *(/,

g)(x) =/(x, 0) for all xESn~l=dBn.

Further,

*(/,

gi)

=ty(f, gi) whenever gi and g2 are radially equivalent, where
Definition.
Two embeddings gi, g2:Bn—>Sn are radially equivalent

iff 3 a homeomorphism

h:B"^>Bn

with h(tx)=th(x)

Vx£Pn

and

VY£7 and gi = g2h. In such a case we write gi~g2.
~ is, of course, an
equivalence relation.
We will verify continuity
at the first stage, constructing
twelve

maps, the last of which is
v.&[Sn-1 X I', Sn] -» S[P", S»]/~
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such that for all fE^S"-1 XI', Sn] and gEv(f), AfEg(lnt 23")and
23/Hg(23")=0.
If, then, we define «£(/) =1F(/, g) where gEv(f),

we have the fol-

lowing result:

Canonical

Schoenflies

Theorem.

There exists a map

$:&[Sn-1 X I', Sn] -> S[23",Sn]

such that for all xES"-1=dBn,

$(f)(x) =f(x, 0).

We require some notation. If X and Y are two topological spaces,
then &[X, Y], 311[X, Y] and SC(X) denote respectively the spaces of
embeddings of X in Y, oí maps from X to Y and of homeomorphisms
of X, all with the compact-open
topologies.
p:Sn-1XI'^Sn
is defined by p(xQ, • • ■ ,xn-i,t) = (xoV(l~t2),
• • •,
xn-iV(l-t2),
t). 7Vr= north pole of Sn = (0, • • • , 0, 1); 2i=east pole

of Sn = (l, 0, ■ • ■, 0) (note that EES"-1); 2V'= north pole of Sn~l
= (0, • • • , 0, 1). If x, yERn, then \x— y\ is the usual distance between x and y. If xES" and rG(0, °o), D(x; r) = {yG5"/|x— y| ^r}.
Let F= {xG^nA = (cosö, 0, • • • , 0, sinö) forsomeöG [2tt/3, 3tt/4] }
and U={yESn/3xEV
so that \x-y\ gl/lO}. Then 17 is a neighbourhood

of V not containing

N and not meeting

the equator.

Figure 1.

pfN',0)

S.PCS*-x{-,V)
Figure 1
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f(S"-'xW)

-f(sn"xr)

f(Sn-'xlol)

f(E,o)
Figure 2. The Embedding/

<*(f)(Bn)

■fp'ï^gî
♦Kole"

•te be

enlaroecf,
Figure 3

If/£S[5"-1X7',
Sn-/(Sn-1X7')

taining/(S""1

Sn], let Af be that component
containing

f(S"~1 XI)

and B¡ that

X { -1 })• See Figure 2. For all x£5",

of the closure of
component

gx:Sn-

con-

jx}->P"

is astereographic
projection from xsending {y£5"/|x—y|
=y/2} to
Sn~l. Now gx is not well defined, but we require gx only to impose a
radial structure on Sn—{x}, and this is independent
of the choice
of gx.

If g£s[P",

5n]/~,

denote by g(P") and 9(Int Pn) the sets g(Pn)

and g(Int Bn) for g£g. These sets are well defined.
The present paper is part of the author's
doctoral dissertation
written under the guidance of Professor Robion C. Kirby at the
University of California, Los Angeles. I wish to express my gratitude
to Professor Kirby for his advice and encouragement.

2. Definition
/£s[Sn-1X7',

of
Sn],

the
maps.
a canonical

We firstly
choose,
class of embeddings
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such that Af\JBfEa(f)(lnt
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23"). Precisely, define the

map

atg^"-1
by letting

a(f)

X I', Sn] -» S[23",S"]/~

he the equivalence

class of embeddings

Bn^>Sn de-

fined by
y^gf(.E.o)(ry),

where r = 2 min{rG(0,

°o)/gf(B 0)(Af\JBf)ErBn}.

We must now enlarge the "hole" Sn—a(f)(Bn),
in f(Sn~1X( — 1, 1)), to include Bf also. This

See Figure 3.
which lies entirely
enlargement
takes

several steps and requires the space

a=

{(f,g)E 8[5"-» X /', 5"] X S[23",S"]/g G «(/)}•

The first few steps will culminate

in a map

ii:a->8[23",

Sn],

with AfEp(f, g)(lnt B") and BjC\p(f, g)(B")=0.
structed in such a way that if (/, gi), (/, g2)E&,
ß(f, ga) are radially equivalent. The required map

p will be conthen p(f, gî) and

KefS"-1 X T, S»] -> &[Bn,5"]/~
may

then

be defined

by letting

v(f)

be the equivalence

class of

p(f, g) ior gEa(f).
The first step is to enlarge the "hole" Sn—g(B") to include Af. At
the end of the step, we will have a map e(f, g) which is an embedding
on all of Bn except g~x(A¡), e(f, g) sending this latter set to the point

Kf, g).
Define ßia—^S" by letting ß(f, g) he that point in the northern
hemisphere of Sn lying on the great circle between E and N (i.e. all
coordinates except the first and last are zero, and the last is positive)
whose distance from E is

|sup{r G (0, 2)| D(E; r) H pf-lg(B*) =0}.
Note that ß(f, g)^N,

so fp~1(ß(f,

g)) is a single point.

Note also

that/^-1(J3(/,g))Gg(23").
Define 7: &—*3C(5")by letting y(f, g) be the homeomorphism which
leaves the southern hemisphere fixed, takes ß(f, g) to N and moves
the natural cone structure on the northern hemisphere with ß(f, g)
as vertex and the equator as base to that with N as vertex. Note that

y(f,g)(N)EV.

See Figure 4.
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7tf,9)M

Figure 5

Define S:a^S" by «(/, g) =fp~'y(f, g)(N).
Define e:a-»9Tl[Pn, 5"] by

*(f,g)(x)=8(f,g)
= fp-ll(f, g)Pf~1g(x)
= g(x)

ilg(x)EAf,
if g(*) E f(S"-i X [0, 1]),
il g(x)EBf\Jf(S"^X
[-1,0]).

See Figure 5.
The second step is to squeeze e(f, g) (Bn) into a small neighbourhood

D(b(f, g); f(/, g)) of 5(/, g) in 51",keeping a smaller neighbourhood
fixed.
Define f :«—>(0, °°) by letting

ftt g) = I max{r £ (0, *>)/D(6(f, g);r) Efp^(U)
Define r¡:S[S^XT,

S»]-+Sn by r¡(/)=/(A',

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Let 6:{(h, x)G3Ti[23",Sn]XSn/xEHBn) }-^(0, °°) be given by
6(h, x)=sup{rG(0,

*)/D(x;

r)C\h(Bn) = 0}.

k:{(x, y, r, s, t)ESnXSnX(0,
oo)x(0,
<*>)X(0, «>)/r<s and
D(x; s)i^D(y; t) =0 }-h>3C(S")is the following: k(x, y, r, s, t) fixes
D(x; r)KJ{y}, moves the collar 5" —Int D(x; r) —Int D(y; t) onto
D(x; s)— Int D(x; r) and expands D(y; t) to 5" —Int D(x; s). This
homeomorphism
is defined as follows: let zES". If zED(x; r)VJ {y},
set k(x, y, r, s, t)(z) = z. If zE {x, y}, then gx(y) and gx(z) determine a
ray in R". Let u, v and w denote the points where this ray meets
gxdD(y;

t),

gxdD(x;

s)

and

gxdD(x;

r)

respectively.

Then

let

K(x,y, r, s, t)(z) be

/ I gx(z)-u\

I gx(z)- gx(y)I \

\ I« - g*(y)
I

I« - g»(y)
I /

if zG2?(y; t), and

g»(z)-—W
wI
( I gx(z)

g*-1

if zG5"-Int

I —j-j—
\

I gx(z)
gx(z)- M
uI \

v H-j-j—

« — w\

wI

\u — w\

/

D(x; r)-Int J9(y; Q.

Now note that

D(o(f,g);ï(f,g))Ee(f,g)(Int

23")

and

2?0K/); 0(a(/, g), v(f))) r\ e(f, g)(Int B") = 0,
so £>(5(/, g) ; r(/, i))r\D(f,(f) ; B(e(f, g), r?(/))) =0. Hence

(«a,«),*(/),U(f,g),r(/, *),w, *),9(0))
is in the domain of k. Thus we may define X: a—>3C(.S")by

\(f, g)= «(«ag),v(f),u(f, g),r(/, «),w, g),r,(/))).
Note thatX(/, g) | P(8(/f g) ; |f(/, g)) = 1 and that

X(/,i)(5» - D(r,(f);8(e(f,g), ,(/)))) C 2?(ô(/,g); f(/, g)),
so that X(/, g) does the required

squeezing

at the second step. See

Figure 6.
Now define the map p: Ct—>S[Bn, Sn] as follows. See Figure

m(/, g)(*) = g(*)

= fp-'yif, g^Pf-'Mf, g)<f, g)(x)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Figure 6

Figure 7

Note that if

g(x) E /(S*-1 X [0, 1]) n/rW.
which, together

g)-xPt\D(5(f, g);hï(f, g))),

with A¡, forms a neighbourhood

of A¡, then

ß(f, g)(x) = fp-'y(f, gy'Pt'XU, g)fp~1y(f,g)Pt1g(x)= g(x),
so that p(f, g)(x) =g(x) on this neighbourhood

of A¡. Note also that

/*(/> g)(Bn)C\Bf = 0, so that if p(f, g) is an embedding and p is continuous,

then p satisfies all of the conditions

required

of it.

3. Well-definition and continuity of the maps. We firstly check the
well-definition. That of a, ß, y, ô, 17, 9, k and X is clear. If
g(x)Ef(Sn~1X [O, l]), then y(f, g)pf~lg(x) lies in the northern hemisphere minus N, so e(f, g)(x) is defined on this part of the domain. If
g(x)£/(5n-1X0),
then pf~1g(x) lies on the equator which is fixed by

y(f, g). Thus/rW,

&)Ptlg^) =g(x) here. If g(x)£/(5»-1Xl),

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Pf~lg(x)=N,

so thatfp~ly(f,

€(/i g) is a well-defined

g)pf~1g(x)=d(f,

function,

g) in this case. Thus

and it is continuous

since/andp|

5"_1

X( —1,1) are embeddings. Thus € is well-defined.

U was chosen so that y(f, g)(A)£Int
U, so b(f, g)Efp~1(lnt
Clearly d(f, g)£Int e(f, g)(B») =e(/, g)(Int B-). Thus

U).

{r E (0, *>)/D(S(f,g); r) EfP~\U) C\ e(f, g)(B')\
is nonempty,

so £"is well-defined.

U g(x)EBfVf(S»-iX[-l,

1)), then

X(f,g)e(f,g)(x)E D(ô(f,g); ((J, g)) C/ÍS""1 X [0, 1)),
butX(/, g)e(f, g)(x)*S(f, g). Hence y(f, g^pf^XfJ,

g)e(f, g)(x) lies

in the northern hemisphere but is not N, so that fp_1y(f, g)~1pf~1
'M/> g)€(/> g)(x) is well-defined. As has already been noted, p(f, g)
agrees with g on a neighbourhood
of g~1(Af). Thus p(f, g) is continuous. p(f, g) is clearly injective on each of the two parts of its
domain, and the images of these parts do not overlap since

Afr\f(s^x
Thus p(f, g) is injective

(-1,1)) = 0.

and hence an embedding.

Thus p is well-

defined.
One can readily check that, with the exception of e, none of the
maps ß, • • • , X depends on g, i.e. the images of (/, gi) and (/, g2)
agree, and that if gi=g2h for a radial homeomorphism
h:Bn—>P", then

«(/. gi) =«(/. gi)h. Thus p(f, gi) =p(f, g2)h,so that p(f, gi) and p(f, gi)
are radially equivalent,
and hence v is well-defined.
Finally we check continuity.
By noting that all of the subspaces of
Euclidean space considered are compact, we observe that the topologies on the mapping spaces agree with the uniform metric topologies. It is then clear that all of the functions a, ■ ■ ■ , p are continuous. Continuity of v then follows by consideration
of the following
commutative
diagram:

«
i

->

8 [Bn, S"]
v

j

z[Sn~x X T, S»] —V—> &[Bn, 5"]/~,
in which the left vertical map is the projection on the first factor and
the right vertical map is the natural identification.
Continuity of v is
an immediate consequence of the fact that the two vertical maps are

identifications.
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